Let the Decorating Begin

Taking Your Home

to the store used to be impossible. Not anymore!
				
The “Keeping It Together” portfolio has changed
that. This easy-to-use binder allows you to carry the room dimensions, floor plans, existing
décor and more.
The beauty of it is twofold; it guides you as you bring the room together, and once the
room is finished, it provides a permanent record of information. If you need to re-order
an item or give a friend information about their favorite item in your home, all of the
specifics will be right at your fingertips. Once your binder is full, contact me for another
one or ask for more sections. It’s just that simple.
The beauty doesn’t end there. Let’s say you’re out shopping for curtains for your living
room and you run across the perfect rug for your dining room. This portfolio will give
you a glimpse of the two rooms at the same time to make sure it is truly a perfect fit
for your entire decorating plan. The more information you have on hand, the more
confidence you’ll have in the store. The more confidence you have the more successful
and productive you will be.
So, let’s explore a bit. I’m sure you’ve already flipped through the binder and noticed
several sections. Each section represents one room. The simplicity of each section
makes completing your room easy and fun. With this portfolio in hand, you will have a
record of the items ordered as well as their anticipated arrival date, track your progress,
and save both time and money by avoiding common decorating mistakes. This portfolio
is also flexible enough to fit your personal needs. There are only a few rules. Always
write with a pencil and purge, purge, purge! We’ll go into more detail about that later.
For now, let’s take a look at each section.

The Floor Plan

The floor plan offers a bird’s eye view of your space. Completing the floor plan
correctly will allow you to make better decisions for other décor. Having it on hand at
the store will also help the sales person do a better job of helping you select the perfect
pieces for your room.

